Thermia Online

Online

Control your heat pump remotely
no matter where you are
With the Thermia Online accessory, you can control and monitor your heat
pump from any smartphone, computer or tablet, wherever you are in the
world. For example, you can lower the temperature when you are on holiday,
and increase it for when you come back. If you come home earlier than
expected; no problem – using Online, you can easily ensure that your house
is warm and comfortable whenever you need it to be.
At any time of day, you can use Online to check that your heating system is
working properly and what temperature your home is at. If anything unexpected comes up and needs to be fixed, you – or your installation engineer,
where agreed – will immediately receive this information via Online. You can
also control and monitor several locations if you need to; for example, if
you have a holiday cottage with a heat pump or have relatives who need
assistance.
Thermia Online connects the heat pump to your existing home broadband.
If there is no internet connection available, it is possible to connect using a
mobile 3G/4G modem (provided by your local mobile service provider).
The Online app is available for both Android and iPhone.
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Feature summary
Total security

Complete control

√ Monitor the heat pump whenever you want to

√ Control the heat pump remotely, wherever you are in the world

√ Alarm function – if a problem occurs, you will automatically
receive a notification

√ Option to change temperatures and operating parameters

√ All data is stored on an external server – if your computer or
mobile becomes unavailable, you can log in from any
other device

√ Calendar function – allow Online to lower the temperature
when you are away
√ The event log lets you view the activity history

How it works:
Thermia Online is connected to your heat pump through the internet. If you
already have an internet connection, your Thermia dealer can connect the
heat pump directly. This means that there are no additional ongoing costs
for the data traffic. If you do not already have an internet connection (e.g.
in a summer cottage), we recommend acquiring an external 3G/4G modem
from your local provider.

As all data sent from the heat pump is stored on an external server, you
can access Online at any time – log in from any smartphone, computer or
tablet, no matter where you are in the world.
Download the app for Thermia Online from the App Store (iPhone) or from
Google Play (Android). The system works on all heat pump models in
Thermia’s current domestic range, as well as Thermia Solid.
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√ Option to control and monitor several locations, for example,
if you have a holiday cottage, or relatives who need assistance

